
Professional Production 230mm Leaf Slot Bush Hammer Plates For Concrete HTC
Floor Machine  
Product Description:

230mm HTC Bush Hammer Plates For Suppliers is use high quality original material to
make sure tool life.  Widely used on concrete granite, marble sandstone to make rough surface.
Also floor thin coating remove.

230mm HTC Bush Hammer Plates For Suppliers is used for surface fabricating, making bush
hammered effects for stone products. it's scrollable and highly efficient.

Description:

Features of our 230mm HTC Bush Hammer Plates For Suppliers 

HTC Bush Hammer Plates manuufacturer is an exclusive special tool designed by for HTC
Floor Grinder , for many applications:

-to scarify any kind of surface.

-to create orange-peel skin on any surface.

-to remove glue, varnish and resin coating.

-to create “face-see effect “on precast panels

-to break-down thick coating difficult to remove with normal diamond tools.

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Boreway-Superior-Quality-HTC-270MM-45S-Teeth-Diamond-Litchi-Surface-Plate-With-6-Roller-Manufacturer.html


-to make safety anti-slip surfaces on marble, granite and natural stones.

-for floor preparation. Using Bush Hammer, in combination with Diamond Tools, it is possible
to prepare in the best way the surface in order to apply correctly the new coating.

Specifications:

The following are normal specifications 230mm HTC Bush Hammer Plates For Suppliers:

 Diameter:  230MM

 Rollers No.:  3 T

 Grains No:  45S

 Connection:  M14

 Model: BW-BHP-H230

 With/Without:  With Support

 Applicable:  HTC Grinding Machine

 Material:  Tungsten Carbide, Alloy

 Usage: Grinding Stone or concrete floor for a Litchi
Surface Finishing

Plate Diameter can be customized .
Bush Hammer Roller Quantity can be adjuste
Bush Hammer Roller can be 30 teeth,45 teeth ,60 teeth or other specificatin

 Model Number  Size(Inch)  Size(mm)  Descriptin  Teeth
Numbers

 Rollers
Quantity

 BW-BhP-H230  9  230  HTC Bush Hammer
Plate  45 Pins  3

 BW-BhP-H270  11  270  HTC Bush Hammer
Plate  45 Pins  6

The above specifications are for reference, other specifications can be ordered by customers.

Product Details:

230mm HTC Bush Hammer Plates For Suppliers 



 



Machine:

230mm HTC Bush Hammer Plates For Suppliers for HTC Grinder.
Grinding Stone or concrete floor for a Litchi Surface Finishin.

Grinding Effect:



Related Products:
 

HTC 270MM 45S Litchi Surface Plate 45S Bush Hammer Roller

About Us:
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Application:

HTC BUSH HAMMER is an exclusive special tool designed by for HTC Floor Grinder , for many
applications:

-to scarify any kind of surface.
-to create orange-peel skin on any surface.
-to remove glue, varnish and resin coating.
-to create “face-see effect “on precast panels
-to break-down thick coating difficult to remove with normal diamond tools.
-to make safety anti-slip surfaces on marble, granite and natural stones.
-for floor preparation. Using Bush Hammer, in combination with Diamond Tools, it is possible
to prepare in the best way the surface in order to apply correctly the new coating.



Our Service:

1. Low order quantity: can meet the trial order you need.
2. OEM acceptable: we can produce according to your samples or drawings.
3. Good service: We regard our customers as God with a high degree of professionalism and
enthusiasm.
4. Good quality: We have a strict quality control system. Has a good reputation in the market.
5. Fast delivery: We get great discounts from freight forwarders.

Description:

1. If we want to order your product, how do we know your quality?
Please test in a very small order and then you will know the quality. Now, so 
Many people in the world use Chinese products because of their high quality and higher
quality. 
competitive price. We are a professional manufacturer of diamond tools. 
Anyway, more than 8 years, confirm the quality of our products, small test orders will test 
necessary.

2.Can you provide free samples?
We don't provide free samples. Based on years of experience, we believe people will get
them. 
By paying for samples, we will cherish and appreciate the more they get. We would have
been 
Prepare to offer our potential customers special discounts for participating in the test. 
It is very important to provide feedback to us and we will be very grateful.

3. Does your company accept customization?
Of course, we accept it. Includes different colors, gravel, etc. We can also tag your own logo 
And the brand on the plate. You want us to produce any new products for you, just send us
your products. 
Drawing or sample, we produce the same. We will not sell such products to others 
Only get your permission to get customers.

Please Note:

1. Please provide items before purchase.
2. Please provide the model number before purchase.
3. Other specifications can be customized according to requirements.

Contact Us:



 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220

Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com

Lyon Chang


